
 

 

 

Abstract—Currently there is an increase in quantity and 

complexity of projects on complex automation of the enterprises. 

High dimensionality and complexity of the automation object 

determines the iterative nature of the design methods and the need for 

their commercial nature means having a deep formalization of the 

technology implementation of all phases of the project. Existing 

methods are definitely solve the problem of the development of 

software, however, have no sufficiently industrial properties. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

E will use oriented bonded network reflecting the 

progress of the project and intended for the analysis of 

the project's logical structure as a model of information 

system design. The network has a single input and a single 

output vertex. Each vertex is the work in the project. 

We will call a simple network as source network portion 

having a single input and a single output vertex [1] and 

consisting a linear sequence of project work. All works 

included in a simple network, performed sequentially from the 

first to the last. We use the notation of [1-6]. 

We will consider an initial network as set of final number of 

simple networks. Execution sequence of simple networks 

displays the project's progress. 

We will call a network of project progress as oriented 

bonded network S=(M, R, m0) with a single initial vertex m0 

without incoming arcs,  in which the final set of vertices 

M={mq},  N0,q    is a simple network, and the final set of 

edges R={rj}, ,Jj 1   is a logical connections between simple 

networks [2]. Vertices  m0 and  mt can be entered artificially. 

We will call a way as sequence of network's vertices (m0, 

m1, m2,…, mq,…, mt), that for any value  q,  10  tq , 

couple (mq, mq+1) is an edge Rrj  . If mt= m0, a way is called 

as a contour.  

Vertex mq is called the predecessor of vertex mγ, if there is a 

way from vertex mq to vertex mγ. If (mq, mγ) is an edge, vertex 

mq is called an immediate predecessor of vertex mγ. 
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If vertex mq is a predecessor of vertex mγ, vertex mγ is called 

the follower of vertex mq. If (mq, mγ) is an edge, vertex mγ is 

called the immediate follower of vertex mq. 

Simple network SPq is called the predecessor of simple 

network SPγ, if there is a way from simple network SPq to 

simple network SPγ. If between them there are no other simple 

networks, simple network SPq is called the direct predecessor 

of simple network SPγ. 

If simple network SPq is a predecessor of simple network 

SPγ, simple network SPγ is called the follower of simple 

network SPq. If between them there are no other simple 

networks, simple network SPγ is called the direct follower of 

simple network SPq.  

Vertex mq  is called the ancestor of vertex mγ, if each way 

from initial vertex m0 to vertex mγ contains vertex mq. If vertex 

mq is the ancestor for vertex mγ and for vertex mγ there are no 

other ancestors on ways from vertex mq to vertex mγ, vertex mq 

is called  the direct ancestor of vertex mγ.  

II.  MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Lemma 1. Initial vertex m0 of a network S=(M, R, m0) is the 

ancestor of each vertex of the network }){( 0mMmq  . 

Corroboration. The corroboration follows from network 

structure. 

Lemma 2. If vertex mq is the ancestor for vertex mγ and 

vertex mγ is the ancestor for vertex mk, then vertex mq is also 

the ancestor for vertex mk. 

Corroboration. Because vertex mq is the ancestor for vertex 

mγ, that each way from initial vertex m0, passing through 

vertex mγ, including any way (m0,…, mγ,…, mk), contains 

vertex mq. Therefore, vertex mq is also the ancestor for vertex 

mk. 

Lemma 3. If vertex mq is the ancestor for vertex mγ, then 

vertex mγ can't be the ancestor for vertex mq. 

Corroboration. The corroboration follows from the 

definition of an ancestor. 

Lemma 4. If vertices mq и mγ are ancestors of vertex mk, 

then vertex mq is the ancestor for vertex mγ or vertex mγ is the 

ancestor for vertex mq.  

Corroboration. Any way from initial vertex m0 to vertex mk 

contains vertices mq and mγ. Let's say that vertex mγ isn't the 

ancestor of vertex mq. We will prove that vertex mq is the 

ancestor of vertex mγ. Really, if vertex mq isn't the ancestor of 

vertex mγ, it means that some way from initial vertex m0 

passing through vertex mγ (m0,…, mγ,…, mk), doesn't contain 

vertex mq. It contradicts that vertex mq is the ancestor of vertex 

mk. 
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Lemma 5. For each vertex 0 ,  kMmk  there is only 

one direct ancestor. 

Corroboration. Let's say that vertex mk has two direct 

ancestors: mq and mγ. Then, by Lemma 4, vertex mq is the 

direct ancestor of vertex mγ or vertex mγ is the direct ancestor 

of vertex mq. Let for definiteness vertex mq is the direct 

ancestor of vertex mγ. Then, by Lemma 3, vertex mγ can’t be 

the direct ancestor of vertex mq. However, if vertex mq is the 

direct ancestor of vertex mγ, and vertex mγ is the direct 

ancestor of vertex mk, than vertex mq can't be the direct 

ancestor for vertex mk. This contradiction proves that vertex 

mk has the only one direct ancestor. 

It is possible to connect a great number of predecessors and 

followers (both direct and usual), and also a great number of 

ancestors and direct ancestors with each vertex Mmq   of 

a network S=(M, R, m0). 

We will designate 


qMNP – set of direct predecessors for 

vertex mq; qMNP  – set of predecessors for vertex mq; 



qMNS – set of direct followers for vertex mq; qMNS – set 

of followers for vertex mq; qMP – set of ancestors for vertex 

mq; 


qMP – direct ancestor of vertex mq.  

It is obvious that  

qq MNPMNP 
, , qq MPMP 

. 

}\{  MNSmMmMNP qq          (1) 

}\{  MNPmMmMNS qq          (2) 

},\{ *** 
i

i

qq QMMMMmMP      (3) 

where 
i

qQ – i-th way from initial vertex m0 to vertex 

mq. 

Figure 1 shows an example of a network. 

1 32

4

5 6

 
Fig. 1. Example of a network 

 

m0=1, M={1,2,3,4,5,6}, R={(1,2), (2,3), (2,4), (3,2), (3,5), 

(4,5), (5,4), (5,6)} 

 

A. Let a network S=(M, R, m0) of the project and some 

vertex g. 

We will call a subnet T(g) as a network portion with 

entrance vertex g satisfies the following conditions: 

1) Vertex )(gTg  is the only one input vertex of subnet 

T(g), that is any way from input vertex m0 of a network S to 

vertex g doesn't contain any vertex from a set T(g)-{g}; we 

will call a vertex g  as subnet root; 

2) Each vertex of a subset T(g)-{g} is a follower of vertex 

g, that is  gMNSggT  }){)(( ; 

3) If in a subnet T(g) there are closed ways, all of them 

contain vertex g, that is the subset of vertices T(g)-{g} doesn't 

contain cycles.  

Figure 2 shows some examples of subnets. For network S, 

shown in Figure 3, Figure 4 shows subnet. 

gg

 
Fig. 2 Subnets 
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Fig. 3 Network S 
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T(1)={1,2}

T(3)={3,4,5,6}

T(7)={7}

 
Fig. 4 Subnets of network S 

 

Theorem 1. The root g of a subnet T(g) is the ancestor for 

all vertices of a subset T(g) - {g}. 

Corroboration. Let's say that there is some vertex 

)(gTmq   for which root of a subnet isn't the ancestor, that 

is qMPg . Then there has to be at least one way (m0,…, 

mq) which doesn't contain  vertex g. It means that subnet has 

not the only one input vertex. It contradicts subnet definition.  

Theorem 2. Each vertex of a network S=(M, R, m0) is a part 

of only one subnet of this network. 

Corroboration. We will assume that the network S=(M, R, 

m0) exists a vertex mq, which is part of two different subnets 

T(g1) and T(g2), g1≠g2, )()( 21 gTgT  . Then, by Theorem 

1, the roots g1 and g2 are the ancestors of vertex mq, that is 

qMPg 1 and qMPg 2 . It means that each way (g1,…, 

qq MNSMNS 
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mq) from a root of a subnet T(g1) to vertex mq contains a root 

of a subnet T(g2), that is )( 12 gTg  , or each way (g2,…, 

mq) from a root of a subnet T(g2) to vertex mq contains a root 

of a subnet T(g1), that is )( 21 gTg  . However, in the first 

case existence of a subnet T(g2) is denied, and in the second 

case existence of a subnet T(g1) is denied. It proves 

impossibility of accessory of vertex mq simultaneously to two 

or more subnets. 

Theorem 3. Let T(g) – a subnet  of network S=(M, R, m0). 

Some vertex Mmq  , gmq   can be in subnet T(g), if 

only all her direct predecessors are in this subnet. 

Corroboration. Let's say that it not so. Then subnet T(g) 

would haven’t a single input vertex, which contradicts subnet 

definition. 

Consequence 1. If all direct predecessors of some vertex 

Mmq  of a network S aren't a part of one subnet, then 

vertex mq is a root for other subnet of this network. 

We will call technologically admissible vertices sequence of 

a subnet T(g)  as an ordered vertices sequence (m1,…, mj,…, 

mq), m1=g, satisfies the following condition: if vertices of a 

subnet process in this sequence, then for each vertex mj, 

qj 1 , all her predecessors in the subnets reached a long 

ways from a root of a subnet, not containing cycles, will be 

processed up to vertex mj. 

Network S=(M, R, m0) can "break up" on a final set of 

subnets I={T(g1), T(g2),…, T(gj),… }. If each subnet present as 

a single vertex, then for subnets can set the same relations as 

for vertices of network S. 

Let the final set of a network subnets S=(M, R, m0) be I. We 

will call a network ),,( 2

0

222 mRMS   as an integrated 

second rank network for a network S, if the following 

conditions are satisfied. 

1) The set of vertices M
2
 of a network S

2
 is a set of subnets 

of network S, that is M
2
=I, and each vertex of network S

2
 is 

only one subnet of network S, and each subnet of a network S
 

in the network S
2 

represented only one vertex. We will 

consider that a subnet T(gj) in the network S
2
 represented 

vertex 
2

jm . 

2) The set of edges R
2
 is the logical communications 

between subnets of network S. That is 
2222 ),( Rrmm ij   , if there is a vertex )( jq gTm  , 

that  Rrmm fq ),(  , where mγ = gi.   

If in a subnet T(gj) there are some vertices satisfying this 

condition, that edge 
2222 ),( Rrmm ij    represents all 

edges coming out vertices of a subnet T(gj) and entering a root 

of a subnet T(gi). For example, two vertices 5 and 6 there are 

in a subnet T(3) of network shown in figure 3, which leave an 

edge in a root of a subnet T(7). 

3) Vertex 
2

0m  represents that subnet of a network S,  for 

which the root is the input vertex m0 of this network. 

Later network S=(M, R, m0) we will call also a network of 

rank 1  ),,( 1

0

111 mRMS  , and its subnet – subnets of rank 

1   

I
1
={T

1
(g1), T

1
(g2),…, T

1
(gj),… }. 

Similarly, for a network S=(M, R, m0) it is possible to 

determine integral networks of ranks 3, 4, etc.  

Generally we will call a network ),,( 0

nnnn mRMS   as 

an integral network of rank n ( 2n ) for a network S=(M, R, 

m0), if the following conditions are satisfied. 

1) Set of vertices M
n
 represents a set of subnets I

n-1
 of an 

integral network S
n-1

 of rank (n-1), that is M
n
=I

n-1
. 

2) Set of edges R
n
 represents a set of logical 

communications between subnets of rank (n-1), 
nnn

i

n

j Rrmm  ),( , if there is a vertex )(11

i

nn

q gTm  

, that 
1111 ),(   nn

f

nn

q Rrmm  , where  
1nm – root of 

subnet  T
n-1

(gi). 

3) Vertex 
nm0  represents a subnet of network 

),,( 1

0

111   nnnn mRMS  for which the root is the vertex  

1

0

nm . 

From a network S=(M, R, m0) it is possible to receive 

integral networks until the integral network of some rank m 

will be received. 

Figures 5-8 show network S=(M, R, m0) and sequence of its 

integrated networks. 

1 32

5

4

11 12

8

6

9

7

13

10

Сеть  S
1
=S

 
Fig. 5 Network S1 = S 

 

1 2 11

Интегральная сеть 2-го ранга S2

3,4,5,6,7

8,9,10

12,13

 
Fig. 6 Integral network of rank 2 S2 

 

1 2, (3,4,5,6,7), (8,9,10), 11, (12,13)

Интегральная сеть 3-го ранга S
3

 
Fig. 7 Integral network of rank 3 S3 

 

1, (2, (3,4,5,6,7), (8,9,10), 11, (12,13))

Интегральная сеть 4-го ранга S
4

 
Fig. 8 Integral network of rank 4 S4 

 

It is necessary to notice, that not all networks S=(M, R, m0) 

can be reduced to a single vertex in the process of building 

integrated networks. 

Figures  9 - 10  show example: integral network S
2 

of rank 2 

there is only for network S=(M, R, m0), and it contains some 

vertices, not a single vertex. 
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Each subnet S2 of integral network contains only one 

vertex. Therefore if we will construct the integral network S
3 

of rank 3 we will receive the same  network S
2
. 

 
Fig. 9 Network S1 = S 

 

 
Fig. 10 Integral network S2 

 

Let’s introduce the following definition. 

Definition: Network  S=(M, R, m0) is said to be integrable if 

there exists a sequence of integrated networks S
1
,
 
S

2
,…, S

n
, 

n>1, S
1
= S,

 
such that the integrated network of the highest 

rank, contains a single vertex. 

Theorem 4.  Let the network S=(M, R, m0) integrable then 

the integrated network of (n-1)– th rank is acyclic (i.e. 

oriented network without loops). 

Proof: By definition, the initial vertex m0 of network S does 

not have a network of any predecessor. This means that if the 

integral network S
n-1

 comprises at least one closed path, then 

there exists the subnet of (n-1)– th rank.  But this contradicts 

the condition under which a network of S
n
 contains a single 

vertex. Therefore, the integrated network of (n-1)–th order 

cannot contain loops (closed paths).    

Definition: The network, which is not integrable, we call not 

integrable. 

Theorem 5. Let’s say the network S=(M, R, m0) is not 

integrable. Then for it the integral network of the highest rank 

S
n
 comprises at least three vertices. 

Proof: Suppose that the integrated network S
n
 for non-

integrable network S contains two vertices. Then these 

vertices, in any case, will be part of the same subnet, it is 

possible to form an integrated network of S
n+1

, consisting of a 

single vertex. Thus, if the network S
n
 contains only two 

vertices, i.e. S is necessarily integrable.  

Theorem 6. Given a network  S=(M, R, m0). If there is such 

an integer 1n , that in the integrated network comprising 

more than two peaks, each subnet of a single vertex, then the 

network S is not integrable.  

Proof:  Since each subnet of n-th rank in this case 

represents a single vertex, then during forming an integrated 

network of the next higher (n + 1) -th rank vertices of which 

must be subnet of n-th rank, we will get the network  S
n 
 again, 

i.e. S is a not an integrable network. 

Theorem 7.  Let the network S=(M, R, m0) has three peaks, 

i.e. M={m0, m1, m2}.  Then for the network S to be not 

integrable, it is necessary and enough if the following 

conditions were done: 

1) 
 01 MNSm ; 

2) 
 02 MNSm ; 

3) 
 21 MNSm ; 

4) 
 12 MNSm . 

Proof of requirements. If not satisfied at least one of the 

conditions 1)-4), that is if 
 ji MNSm , ji  , i=1,2,  

j=0,1,2, then vertices mi have only one immediate 

predecessor, which allows to divide up the network of S with 

respect to at least two subnets (see the Theorem 3). This 

means that for the network S we can obtain an integrated 

network consisting of at least two vertices. Then, based on the 

Theorem 5 should be considered that the network S is 

integrable. 

The proof of sufficiency. When the condition 1)-4) is met - 

each vertex of S is the subnet.  Consequently, by Theorem 6, 

the network is not integrable. 

Network consisting of at least four vertices will be called 

trivial subnet, if for some of its three vertices m, m, m the 

following conditions are done:  

1)  MNSm  ; 

2)  MNSm  ; 

3)  MNSm  ; 

4)  MNSm  . 

Theorem 8. Network S=(M, R, m0) is not integrable if and 

only if it contains a trivial subnet.. 

Proof:  If network S contains a trivial network subnet, then 

when we form the integrated subnets from it at best we get 

some integrated network of S
n
, n>1, the vertices of which 

satisfy the conditions of Theorem 7. Therefore, the network S 

will be none integrable.  

Now lets consider the case when the network S does not 

contain trivial subnet. Then there is no integer 1n , such 

that in the integrated network S
n
 any three vertices satisfy the 

conditions of Theorem 7.  In other words, each time when the 

integrated network of the next (n + 1)th rank is formed - this 

will necessarily lead to a reduction in the number of vertices 

compared to the integrated network of the n-th rank (see the 

proof of Theorem 7).  Therefore, as a result of the formation 

of integrated networks for the network  S , we get an 

integrated network consisting of a single vertex. 

Note. In cases when network S=(M, R, m0) is not integrable 

- to get the equivalent of integrable network - we can be split 

the vertices. For example, for non-integrable network shown 

in Figure 11, the equivalent integrable network that was 

obtained splitting the vertice m2, is shown in Figure 12. 
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m0 m1 m2

 
Fig. 11 An example of a none integrable network 

 

m2
2

m0 m1 m2
1

 
Fig. 12 Equivalent integrable network  

III. CONCLUSION 

There is an urgent need today for science-based 

technological methods of information systems to plan the 

parameters of a software project, to guarantee the required 

quality of results. Thus, the creation of scientific methods and 

technologies for the information systems design is an 

important scientific and technical problem. 

Implementation of the developed methods and technologies 

in projects for automation of enterprises of various activity 

spheres will streamline the process of modeling and collect in 

the process of performing a formal information to plan the 

next stages of the project, provide functional completeness and 

logical integrity of their results. 

The network model of works stages allows to integrate 

works for more intelligent perception of all necessary works at 

information system design. Presentation of works stages of the 

project as a network model allows to estimate scales of 

information system, is a basis for further planning and 

distribution of resources at realization of information system 

at the subsequent stages.  
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